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Tiedote EASEE sähköautonlatausasemista 
Tänään tullut tietoon, että EASEE asemat on asetettu Ruotsissa myyntikieltoon vikavirtasuojauksen 
selvityksen ajaksi.  
Suomessa ei ole myyntikieltoa, mutta ONNINEN on toistaiseksi keskeyttänyt myynnin.

Lyhykäisyydessään, asennettuja latausasemia voi käyttää ja valmistaja on velvollinen korjaamaan jo 
asennetut laitteet jos sellaiseen päädytään. EASEE latausasemia on asennettu Euroopassa yli 600 000kpl ja 
lataustapahtumia on noin 58 miljoonaa eikä yhtään turvallisuus ongelmaa ole havaittu.  

Alla suomennos Ruotsin viranomaisilmoituksesta: ( käännetty googlella, joten sanamuodot voivat olla 
outoja ) 

Ruotsin sähköturvallisuusviranomainen on nyt tehnyt päätöksen asiassa, joka on osa hanketta, jossa on 
tutkittu sähköautojen latauskoteloita. Yhteensä kuusi markkinoiden yleisintä mallia on tarkasteltu, mikä on 
johtanut päätökseen myyntikieltoon. 

Myyntikiellon saanut latauslaatikko on Easee Home, mutta malli Easee Charge kuuluu samaan 
dokumentaatioon, mikä tarkoittaa, että myös tämä malli on myyntikielto. Näitä malleja on Ruotsissa 
asennettuna noin 100 000 latauslaatikkoa. 

Miksi myyntikielto? 
Syynä myyntikieltoon on se, että ei ole olemassa niiden standardien vaatimukset täyttävää 
vikavirtasuojaratkaisua ja tasavirtasuojaa, joille laite on ilmoitettu. 

- Valmistaja on käyttänyt sähkömekaanisen sijasta elektronista maasulkukatkaisijaratkaisua. On olemassa
vaara, että vikavirtasuoja ei aina laukea silloin ja niin kuin pitäisi, sanoo Joel Lee Antman, Ruotsin
sähköturvallisuusviranomaisen tarkastaja.

Latausasemassa tulee olla myös tasavirtasuoja, joka varmistaa, että maasulkukatkaisija toimii niin kuin 
pitää. DC on lyhenne, joka tarkoittaa tasavirtaa. 

Mitä kielto tarkoittaa? 
Valmistajan on otettava myyntikiellon saaneet latauslaatikot takaisin jälleenmyyjiltään. Päätös merkitsee 
myös sitä, että valmistaja on velvollinen korjaamaan jo asennettujen latauslaatikoiden puutteet. 
Valmistajan on ilmoitettava ja valvottava, millaisia toimia ryhdytään. 

Voinko jatkaa auton lataamista myyntikiellosta huolimatta? 
Ruotsin sähköturvallisuusviraston selvitys ei ole osoittanut, että puutteet johtaisivat välittömiin henkilö- tai 
omaisuusvahinkoihin siten, että myyntikielto kuluttajalta palautuksen kanssa olisi perusteltua. 
Yksinkertainen vastaus on kyllä, mutta teet niin valppaasti, kunnes tuote on korjattu. Päätös tarkoittaa, että 
Easeeen on ryhdyttävä tarvittaviin toimenpiteisiin varmistaakseen, että latauskotelot ovat turvallisia 
käyttää. 
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Trevaco Oy info@trevaco.fi Y-Tunnus: 2982871-7
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00750 Helsinki 050 356 3321

Myös Trevaco keskeyttää laitteiden toimitukset selvityksen ajaksi. 

Seuraamme tilannetta ja toimimme viranomaisten, maahantuojan ja valmistajan 
ohjeiden mukaisesti.  

Toivomme asian selviävän pikaisesti, jotta mahdolliset muutokset voidaan tehdä jo 
asennettuihin latausasemiin sekä voimme jatkaa tuotteiden asennuksia/myyntiä. 

Liitteinä EASEE vastaukset Ruotsin viranomaisille. 

Trevaco Oy, toimitusjohtaja 

Tero Salo 

Puh. +358 451876265 

tero.salo@trevaco.fi 
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Introduction 

 

Easee would like to express support to Elsäkerhetsverket and its focus on safety. Easee works with 

ground-breaking technology, and since the very beginning, our primary focus has been to develop the 

safest and most innovative solutions for our customers. We welcome the dialogue with 

Elsäkerhetsverket and this opportunity to share information regarding the safety of Easee 

Home/Charge.  

Trust and openness are key values at Easee and we hope that the provided information and voluntary 

actions will answer Elsäkerhetsverkets questions. If any additional input is needed, Easee is happy to 

present documentation in a meeting with Elsäkerhetsverket to clarify any uncertainty. At Easee we 

consider safety in all elements of our work. From design to manufacturing, installation, and in the daily 

use of the products. 

 

Easee will provide answers to the inquiries from Elsäkerhetsverket and will describe voluntary actions 

to improve the DoC (Declaration of Conformity), product marking, and manual related to Easee 

Home/Charge. This includes clarifications in the manual of situations where an external RCD is 

required. 

This letter demonstrates that the questioned overvoltage test towards CP (Control Pilot) is not 

applicable. The document also clarifies how Easee considers the RCD in Easee Home/Charge to meet 

the intended functional and safety levels, for both AC and DC protection, established in the referenced 

standards.  

We will elaborate on how our chargers continuously check for faults both when in charging and 

standby mode. This is made possible by the more than forty sensors inside the charger that constantly 

check for abnormal changes in currents, voltages, temperatures, and humidity. Just as importantly, 

sensors also check that the RCD inside the charger is functioning.  

This document also explains the behaviour during the EMC-test in question and why this is still 

considered to fulfil the acceptance criteria of the test.  

Easee will go into details on the company’s understanding of the standards and how these are applied 

to Easee Home/Charge. We will elaborate on how Easee Home/Charge fulfils the product safety level 

required. In sum, Easee is of the firm opinion that there are no legal grounds to issue a sales ban in 

Sweden. 

Easee would also like to bring attention to the statistical reliability of Easee Home/Charge. Currently 

more than 57.3 million charging sessions have been recorded in Easee’s backend system. We have 
installed over half a million chargers across Europe, which gives us vast amounts of evidence on how 

our products ensures safe charging for our customers.  
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1 Response to findings and voluntary actions initiated by Easee: 

 

Easee has noted the following remarks from Elsäkerhetsverket and will address them accordingly in 

this section: 

1.1: Overvoltage test 7000V towards PELV not passed 

1.2: RCD  

1.2.1: RCD not compliant to EN 61008-1 and IEC 62955 

1.2.2: Test device and related marking missing 

1.2.3: Mechanical coupling of relays missing 

1.2.4: Manual switching device and related marking missing 

1.2.5: Lacking information in manual to install external RCD 

1.3: Declaration of Conformity 

1.4: Incorrect marking  

 1.4.1: Date of Manufacturing missing 

 1.4.2: Standard IEC 61439-7 missing 

1.5: Immunity test towards EMCD not passed 

1.6: Sales prohibition 

 

1.1 Overvoltage test for PELV 

EN 61851-1 Ch. 12.7.2 specify impulse dielectric withstand test. This test is not applicable to the 

Control Pilot (CP) pin, at any test voltage. 

EN 61851-1 Ch. 12.7.2 clearly states that the test voltage shall be applied to live parts and exposed 

conductive parts, as seen in Figure 1 below. All phases (LLLN) are considered live. Only PE is considered 

exposed conductive parts.  

The CP-pin in the output socket is neither live nor exposed, as defined in Figure 2Figure 2: EN 61851-

1, clause 3.2.5 This is ensured by design according of the output socket according to EN 62196-1/2 as 

documented in a previously provided test report. 

 
Figure 1: EN 61851-1, Ch. 12.7.2 

 
Figure 2: EN 61851-1, clause 3.2.5 

EN 61851-1 Ch. 12.7.2 shall only be applied to LLLN(In+out) –> PE. This test is performed with a rated 

impulse withstand voltage of 4kV according to overvoltage class III.  
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The applicable test for the CP-circuit is the preceding section EN 61851-1 Ch. 12.7.1 section 3 (Figure 

3). Un is the nominal line to neutral voltage (230V), thus the test voltage is 2860V AC for 60s which the 

circuit withstand, as seen in Figure 4 below.  

 
Figure 3: EN 61851-1, clause 12.7.1 

 
Figure 4: PELV Insulation test 

The Type-2 socket is IP24 rated, when not mated and with the socket cap open. IP2X means that 

conductive parts cannot be touched with a test finger of 12mm diameter and 80mm length (ref IEC 

60529). The diameter of the CP pin opening is 3.5mm and the actual pin is located 6.5mm deep into 

this entry, as illustrated in Figure 5 below. Hence, to Easee Home/Charge, since the CP pin is not 

touchable, the test referenced by Elsäkerhetsverket is not applicable. 

           
Figure 5: CP location and dimension of Type-2 socket openings of Ø3.5mm for CP and Ø6.5mm for live. 
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1.2 RCD according to EN 61008-1 and IEC 62955 

 

1.2.1 RCD in Easee Home/Charge 

All charging points shall be protected by an individual RCD according to national wiring regulations 

based on IEC 60364 (e.g., SS436 40 00 in Sweden). Protection against both AC and DC leakage currents 

shall be provided. This can be achieved with a Type-B RCD or a combination of Type-A/F and RDC-DD. 

The protection may be placed in the installation, the charging equipment, or a combination of the two. 

Most EVSEs include an RDC-DD in the equipment and rely on an external Type-A RDC. Easee has 

decided to integrate the complete RCD protection for both AC and DC into the equipment because 

this approach provides many advantages, including: 

- RCD protection is never omitted by the installer. 

- RCD is never by-passed.  

- Charging is blocked in case of a faulty RCD. 

- A digital sensor in the RCD ensures accurate trip levels and timing over a wide temperature range 

and prevents annoying false tripping. 

- Automatic test of the RCD functionality without end-user interference.  

- User feedback with instruction in case of a faulty device or detected leakage current. 

- Data log of all faults detected. 

- No additional RCD wire terminals eliminates risk of poor connections and heat build-up.  

- RCD is protected from contamination inside the sealed IP54 Easee Home/Charge enclosure. 

 

The integrated RCD in Easee Home/Charge does not take the shape of a traditional DIN-rail mounted 

device. In fact, it is not a separate device at all, but instead integrated into the overall charger design.  

As described in previously provided documentation, a purpose designed RCD sensor, developed, and 

tested by a third-party company specialising in such devices, is used to detect both AC and DC leakage 

currents and signal the event. Dedicated electronics will then immediately cut power to all switching 

devices and isolate the output socket. No software is part of the actual detection and breaking 

mechanism, but the event is observed by a microcontroller which will alert the user and Easee of the 

incident.  

Such an integrated RCD is not specifically defined in any equipment standard. In place of a dedicated 

standard, Easee has applied relevant parts of the traditional Type-A standard, EN 61008-1, and the 

newer RDC-DD standard, IEC 62955.  

Essential safety requirements include compliance with the same trip-levels and timing limits as defined 

in these standards, along with other aspects directly linked to electrical safety, such as insulation and 

dielectric properties.  

The above two RCD-standards have been referenced in the product documentation although they in 

some instances have been applied according to the intention of the standard and not the described 

solution itself, as elaborated in more detail in the following sections. This is considered in-line with EU 

CE marking directives. Compliance towards standards is not a legal requirement. Standards define the 

level of safety that shall be met and may be used as guidelines and accepted solutions, but the legal 

requirements are limited to the EU directives.  

Annex III in the Low Voltage Directive (LVD) is clear that standards may be applied in part, but that 

alternative solutions adopted shall be described in the technical file, as seen in Figure 6 below. The 
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regulations for CE marking shall not limit technological progress, and thus the directives and the 

essence of the standards are specifying what shall be achieved rather than how to achieve it. 

 
Figure 6: LVD annex III 

 

1.2.2 Test device  

Both EN 61008-1 and IEC 62955 specify a “Test device” in Ch. 8.11 of the respective standards. The 

purpose is to allow periodic testing of the operation of the RCD, as seen in Figure 7 below.  

 
Figure 7: Test device (EN 61008-1) 

According to IEC 62955 this test device shall be “manual or an automatically initiated test function” 

(Figure 8), while EN 61008-1 only states that it shall be “provided”. 

Easee has applied an automatically initiated test function, as described in IEC 62955, and illustrated in 

Figure 8. The RCD is tested between each charging session and at least every 24 hours. The automatic 

test functionality in Easee Home/Charge passes a residual current through the RCD-sensor, as 

mentioned in EN 61008-1 Ch 8.11 (Figure 7), and verify correct detection of AC and DC faults, 

respectively. 

This automatic method ensures Easee that the RCD is functional before allowing any charging. If a 

faulty RCD is detected, the charger will not permit power to the output socket or car and will warn the 

end-user through the Easee mobile app and with a red light on the charger itself. 

  
Figure 8: Test device (IEC 62955) 

Easee considers the requirement for test device fulfilled through automatic testing, even without 

having a physical button to initiate it. Easee view the described solution as an improvement over the 

manual approach and that it meets or even exceeds the safety level specified in EN 61008-1. 
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However, Easee also see that a manually initiated test can be useful in some settings, e.g., as a final 

test for the electricians when verifying a new installation. Easee will implement a function in the 

“Easee Installer App”, a mobile app used by electricians to configure Easee Home/Charge during an 

installation, to provide a manual way of testing the RCD. This test approach can also be extended to 

the Easee App for end-users. Such a software-based test device will ensure that this functionality is 

provided to all Easee Home/Charge devices, including those already installed. 

 

1.2.3 Manual switch  

The RCD standard, EN 61008-1, specifies that it shall be possible to switch the RCD on and off by hand 

without any further justifications (Figure 9). For a stand-alone RCD, typically installed in the beginning 

of a circuit, this could be convenient for disconnecting a circuit, e.g., during maintenance.  

 
Figure 9: Manual switch (EN 61008-1, clause 8.1.2) 

For the RCD located inside Easee Home/Charge the switch is automated and linked to the detection 

and communication with a connected vehicle. The switch is always open whenever no charging is in 

progress. Even when a charging cable is plugged into both the charger and a car, no voltage is applied 

to the socket before the car requests power and the charger has verified that no faults are detected. 

The newer standard for DC-protection, IEC 62955, has taken the above into account and removed the 

requirement for manual switch and made it optional, as seen in Figure 10 below. 

 

Figure 10: Manual switch (EN 62955, clause 8.1.2) 

Easee has considered that a manual switch is not providing any additional safety or functionality in our 

use-case. Instead, it would add complexity and a higher risk of failure. Based on these arguments no 

manual switch has been implemented in Easee Home/Charge. Easee does not consider this to 

negatively affect the safety level of the product in any way. 

 

1.2.4 Mechanically coupled poles 

The RCD standards specify that all poles, except Neutral, shall make and break simultaneously, as seen 

in Figure 11 below. Neutral shall make contact before or together with the other poles and shall break 

together or after the other poles. It is specified that this shall be achieved by coupling them 

mechanically.  

Easee has achieved the same simultaneous switching behaviour by coupling the switches electronically 

and considers this to meet an equivalent safety level to mechanical coupling. 
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Figure 11: Mechanism (EN 61008-1) 

The fact that compliance may be checked with an oscilloscope is a clear indication that it is not 

mechanical coupling that is essential, but simultaneous switching. Thus, by applying this means of 

inspection one can verify that Easee Home/Charge complies with these switching requirements 

without considering how the switches are coupled. 

Easee has documented simultaneous switching of all poles using oscilloscope in chapter 7.5.3.5.1 of 

the previously provided technical assessment of Easee Home/Charge and consider this 

implementation to meet the same safety level as a mechanically coupled switch. 

 

1.2.5 Instructions of use and need for external RCD 

Easee acknowledges that RCD approach in Easee Home/Charge is novel and could be better explained 

in the user/installation manual. Several improvements to the manuals will be implemented to rectify 

this issue.  

Easee will revise the user/installation manual to make it clear how the RCD integrated in Easee 

Home/Charge performs the automatic self-test between each charging session or at least once every 

24 hours. It will also explain how to initiate a manual RCD test through the Easee installer app once 

this feature is implemented. It will also explain that no manual switching device is provided as the 

switches are default open when not charging and only closed after a completed communication 

sequence with a connected vehicle.  

Furthermore, the revised manual will specify maximum values of break time, in case of selected levels 

of residual AC or DC leakage currents, for the internal RCD in Easee Home/Charge. This will be 

presented next to the limits required by EN 61008-1 and IEC 62955 to ensure full transparency of the 

RCD behaviour and show that the requirements are met with sufficient margin. 

Finally, the revised manual will clarify installation scenarios where an external RCD is required, and 

the conditions Easee sets when the internal RCD in Easee Home/Charge is considered to provide 

sufficient protection according to local installation regulations based on IEC 60364.  

An external RCD is required when at least one of the below conditions are identified: 

- The installation, including cable, junction boxes etc., includes components with only basic 

insulation (Class I). 

- Any other electrical equipment apart from Easee Home/Charge, including lamps and socket 

outlets, is connected to the circuit. 

- Any other conditions identified by the authorized installer requiring an external RCD. 
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The internal RCD is considered to provide the required RCD protection for both AC and DC leakage 

faults when all the below conditions are fulfilled: 

- The installation, including cable, junction boxes etc, is performed entirely with components 

providing double or reinforced insulation (Class II). 

- No other electrical equipment apart from Easee Home/Charge, including lamps and socket 

outlets, is connected to the circuit. 

- No other conditions identified by the authorized installer requiring an external RCD 

 

1.2.6 RCD summary  

Easee is confident that the RCD integrated in Easee Home/Charge fulfils the intentions and safety 

levels of the referenced RCD-standards. It is designed to protect against the risk of electric shock 

accurately and precisely according to the same criteria as described in the standards. Furthermore, it 

provides means to test its functionality, ensures that the output is isolated and that all poles switch 

together.  

In essence the internal RCD is considered to provide an equivalent safety level as a traditional stand-

alone RCD. Protection against both AC and DC fault currents is provided within the requirements 

specified for Type-A RCDs and RDC-DD devices, as documented in previously provided documentation.  

 

1.3 Declaration of Conformity (DoC)  

 

Easee acknowledges, as pointed out by Elsäkerhetsverket, that RED and RoHS are the two applicable 

directives to declare compliance with on the CE-Declaration of Conformity (DoC) for Easee 

Home/Charge.  

The requirements for compliance with safety requirements in the Low Voltage Directive and 

electromagnetic compatibility according to the EMC directive follows from Article 3.1 (a) and (b) in 

RED. 

To address this finding, Easee will revise the DoC. The DoC will be restructured, and compliance 

declared solely towards Radio Equipment Directive (RED) 2014/53/EU and RoHS Directive 

2011/65/EU. The applied standards, including those to fulfil RED article 3.1.a) and 3.1.b), will be listed 

clearly separated from the directives. The drafted version is provided in Figure 12 below.  

Easee will also update the user/installation manual to include a simplified DoC and a link to the 

complete version online. Easee appreciates any feedback from Elsäkerhetsverket regarding the new 

DoC before it is signed and published: 
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Figure 12: Draft of revised DoC towards RED and RoHS 
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1.4 Product marking 

 

1.4.1 Date of manufacturing 

Elsäkerhetsverket points out that date of manufacturing is missing from the label.  

Easee is of the opinion that neither EN 61851-1 nor EN 61439-1 

require that the actual date of manufacturing shall be printed on the 

label. Instead, they both refer to “means of identifying date of 

manufacturing”, as seen in Figure 13 and Figure 14 below. 

Every Easee Home/Charge includes a label on the Type-2 socket. This 

contains a unique serial number and the month/year of production 

in clear text. This gives the end-user an indication of manufacturing 

time, while Easee can tell from the serial number exactly where and 

when the unit was manufactured. Easee considers this to fulfil the requirement for means of 

identifying date of manufacture.  

 
Figure 13: EN 61851-1, Ch. 16.3 

 
Figure 14: EN 61439-7, Ch. 6.1 

 

1.4.2 Reference to IEC 61439-7 

Easee acknowledges that “IEC 61439-7” should have been printed on the product according to this 

standard, as pointed out by Elsäkerhetsverket. However, after reviewing the standard and the labels, 

Easee has concluded to remove the reference to this standard from the Declaration of Conformity 

(DoC). It is considered redundant with the latest edition of EN 61851-1 and in addition it is not a 

standard that has been published in the Official Journal for LVD. 

Since the IEC 61439-7 standard will no longer be referenced, the related marking requirement is no 

longer applicable.  

 

1.4.3 Visibility of marking 

Easee acknowledges that some of the marking is located under a cover and not readable while the 

charger is in use, as pointed out by Elsäkerhetsverket. 
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EN 61851-1 and EN 61439-1/7 differ slightly with respect to whether information shall be readable 

after or during installation. As mentioned in chapter 1.4.2 above, Easee has decided to remove any 

reference to EN 61439-7 and rely entirely on EN 61851-1.  

EN 61851-1 Ch. 16.3 is clear on what information shall be visible during both installation and 

maintenance and what is only required to be visible during installation, as illustrated in Figure 15 

below. No information is specifically required during operation.  

 
Figure 15: EN 61851-1, Ch. 16.3 

Easee acknowledges that the manufacturer’s name is only visible in form of the Easee-logo on the 

front cover and that type designation is printed on the rear of the Chargeberry, and thus only visible 

during installation or when disconnecting it from the backplate. Please see Figure 16 for reference to 

the individual parts of Easee Home/Charge. 

   
Figure 16: Individual parts of Easee Home/Charge           Figure 17: Label on Type-2 socket 
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To correct the above two findings, Easee will update the serial number label located on the Type-2 

socket (Figure 17) to include “Easee Home” or “Easee Charge”, as illustrated below. 

 

 

The label on the Type-2 socket is still located under the front cover, but Easee considers removing this 

cover relevant to maintenance and thus acceptable to place the labels under it. Since the product is 

often installed outside and exposed to both rain and sun, it is good practice to protect the marking 

from these elements as achieved by locating the labels under a cover.  

Easee Charge/Home is designed as a main unit plugged into a permanently installed backplate where 

the electrical installation is terminated. Since this unit may be disconnected or replaced, it is essential 

that the marking is located on the actual equipment itself, and not on the separate cover, to ensure 

that the marking follows the product throughout its whole lifetime. 

 

1.5 EMC immunity 

Easee Home/Charge has been tested towards the EMC 

requirements specified in EN 61851-21-2. All tests, except 

Conducted RF-field immunity (EN 61000-4-6) passed without 

remarks.   

Easee Home/Charge has a touch button (1 in the illustration to 

the right) over the Light strip (2). When this button is touched 

for 5 seconds, Easee Home/Charge will flash a green light on the 

light strip and provide a short buzzing sound. This action opens 

the WiFi interface for local connection to cellphones. 

When exposed to the noise in the EMC test above, some 

frequencies triggered false activation of this touch button causing the same green light and buzzing 

feedback. 

EN 61851-21-2 specifies the test levels and acceptance criteria for the required EMC-tests for an EVSE. 

The acceptance criterion for EN 61000-4-6 is “Performance criteria A”, meaning that the charger shall 
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continue to operate as intended without changing operation state (e.g., not stop ongoing charging or 

start charging unintentionally), as seen in Figure 18 below. 

 
Figure 18: EN 61851-21-2 – Performance criteria A definition. 

The behaviour seen under this test is with a short light glimpse and sound feedback is considered 

harmless both from a functional and safety perspective. Easee has had no support cases related to this 

and is not aware of situations with this happening in real-life. 

This behaviour does not interrupt or affect ongoing charging or other functionality in any way. No 

change in operating state is observed, and thus Easee considers performance criteria A fulfilled. 

 

1.6 Sales prohibition 

Based on the technical description in section 1.1-1.5 above, Easee is of the opinion that the 

requirements laid out in section 4 and 6 of the Swedish radio equipment act are fulfilled.  

 

The EU product regulations allow manufacturers to choose how they fulfil the essential requirements 

of the legislation (cf. the Blue Guide (2022/C 247/01) section 4.1.1). The manufacturer can choose to 

apply harmonized standards or use other technical specifications or develop the product in accordance 

with general engineering or scientific knowledge. This flexibility, described in the Blue Guide, therefore 

aims to allow manufacturers to choose the way to meet the requirements. It also allows, for instance, 

that the materials and product design may be adapted to technological progress. Accordingly, Union 

harmonisation legislation based on essential requirements does not necessitate regular adaptation to 

technical progress, since assessment of whether requirements have been met or not are based on the 

state of technical know-how at the moment the product is placed on the market. The manufacturer 

can therefore choose to apply a part of a harmonized standard and in such case, simply document 

how the relevant remaining essential requirements are fulfilled.  

  

With reference to the above, it is important that any alleged lack of conformity to standards must not 

be equated with a lack of legal conformity. An (alleged) non-compliance with the relevant standard 

has no significance for the question of legal conformity. 

 

As for the legal basis of any potential sales prohibition, Easee is of the opinion that there is no legal 

basis for the issue of a sales prohibition based on section 12 of the Radio Equipment Act (Sw. 

radioutrustningslag (2016:392)). 

 

In any event, the issue of a sales prohibition would be a very restrictive measure that should only be 

used in exceptional cases, when there are no less intrusive/restrictive measures suitable for the 

purpose.  
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2 Response to questions from Elsäkerhetsverket 

 

1. The number of sold units in 2021, 2022 and total 

Easee Home/Charge is designed and marked to be sold in all EEC country. Since release on the market 

in 2019 more than 700’000 units have been installed.  

 

The yearly distribution is listed in Table 11 below.   

 

2021 2022 Grand Total 

253 676 345 251 717 037 

Table 1: Sold units in 2021, 2022 and total. 

 

2. What is the stock balance of Easee Home/Charge? 

Both Easee and their business partners have a significant number of chargers in stock to ensure the 

popular demand for our product is served without unnecessary delay.  

 

Exact numbers are provided in “Attachment 1 -Stock balance – CONFIDENTIAL” 

Easee is of the firm opinion that this information shall be subject to confidentiality/secrecy based on, 

inter alia, Chapter 30, Section 23 of the Act on Public Access to Information and Secrecy (Sw. 

offentlighets- och sekretesslag (2009:400)). 

 

The reason is that the information contains critical business-related information. Easee is of the firm 

opinion that the information contained in this document Information on Easee’s stock balance is an 
important part of the company´s business strategy and can be misused by competitors in the market 

if this information is disclosed. Easee would incur irreparable harm from a competition perspective 

should this information be made publicly available. This also applies to the context in this submission 

which could be used by Easee’s competitors 

 

Furthermore, Easee is of the opinion that the information is not relevant for the assessment of the 

safety of the charger and that it does not have any public interest. 

 

Consequently, Attachment 1 is marked confidential and must be exempted from public availability.  

 

 

3. List of Swedish resellers 

The complete list of resellers of Easee Home/Charge in the Swedish market is provided in “Attachment 
2 - List of Swedish resellers – CONFIDENTIAL” 

Easee is of the firm opinion that this information shall be subject to confidentiality/secrecy based on, 

inter alia, Chapter 30, Section 23 of the Act on Public Access to Information and Secrecy (Sw. 

offentlighets- och sekretesslag (2009:400)).  

 

The reason is that the information contains critical business-related information. An exhaustive list of 

all Easee’s resellers is confidential information that the company does not share externally. This is to 
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ensure trust and confidentiality with partners. Easee would incur irreparable harm from a competition 

perspective should this information be made publicly available. This also applies to the context in this 

submission which could be used by Easee’s competitors 

 

Furthermore, Easee is of the opinion that the information is not relevant for the assessment of the 

safety of the charger and that it does not have any public interest. 

 

Consequently, Attachment 2 is marked confidential and must be exempted from public availability. 

 

4. EES Countries in which we have sold our products. 

The majority of sold units are found in Norway and Sweden, but large quantities are also in use in 

Denmark, Finland, UK, Germany, The Netherlands, and most other European countries. The complete 

list is provided in Table 2 below. 

 

EES Countries 

Austria France Italy Romania 

Belgium Germany Luxembourg Scotland 

Bulgaria Greece Netherlands Spain 

Denmark Hungary Norway Sweden 

Estonia Iceland Poland Switzerland 

Finland Ireland Portugal United Kingdom 

Table 2: List of ECC countries where Easee Home/Charge has been sold 

 

3 Continuous improvements 

 

In closing, is also worth mentioning that every Easee Home/Charge has connection means to the 

internet. This is provided through WiFi or an included SIM-card connection to the mobile GSM 

network. This allows Easee to continuously monitor status, perform remote diagnostic and provide 

the user with messages and instructions through the mobile app interface.  

 

Based on actual diagnostic data, Easee will proactively take actions to improve the product by pushing 

software updates to the chargers. This allows Easee to adapt to issues with specific cars or to optimize 

both the behaviour and safety monitoring of our devices found through analysis of these data.  

 

Currently more than 57.3 million charging sessions have been recorded in Easee’s backend system. 
Each session includes data from the multiple sensors monitoring the status of the charger, including 

temperature, humidity, current and voltage levels. Warnings and alarms can be triggered both in the 

charger and in the backend system when defined limits are exceeded. 
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Final remarks  

  

Easee was established in 2018. Since the beginning we have put openness and trust as core values, 

and we continue to look for improvements to our products and services. We appreciate the dialogue 

with Elsäkerhetsverket and their work to make sure all EV chargers on the Swedish market are safe. 

As part of this process, we have provided detailed information and highlighted our safety features that 

protect over 500,000 of our customers every day. 

  

Should there be any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact us and we will be happy to 

respond. 
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Q&A from Easee regarding Elsäkerhetsverket in Sweden 

Stavanger, Norway, 14th February 2023 

 

 

Is it safe to charge with Easee?  

 

Yes. All our customers can charge in complete safety. Safety and innovation have 

been, and always will be, the main focus at Easee. Our customers have shown 

trust in this since the start of the company, and we shall continue to build that 

trust.  

 

Easee has over half a million installed chargers in Europe and has completed 57.3 

million charging sessions to date. These numbers clearly demonstrate that 

Easee's technology and functionality provide safe, secure and efficient charging.  
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Why is the Swedish Safety Agency investigating Easee?  

 

Elsäkerhetsverket is the supervisory authority in Sweden that is responsible for 

the safety of electrical products on the Swedish market. As part of their work, 

Elsäkerhetsverket are conducting a project to examine six different electric car 

chargers. The Easee charger is one of these six, and we welcome the dialogue 

with Elsäkerhetsverket and its work to ensure the safety of the electric vehicle 

charging market.   

 

What are they wondering about?  

 

The Swedish Safety Agency wants documentation on how their requirements are 

maintained by the various manufacturers of electric car chargers. The questions 

addressed to Easee are mainly related to overvoltage testing and earth fault 

detection. In its response, dated 13 February, Easee has gone into depth on how 

security requirements are met.  

 

What is the status now, and what happens next?  

 

Easee has now responded to the Swedish Safety Agency's question about 

documentation, as well as explaining how requirements are met in our products.  

The Swedish Safety Agency has announced that it will take a couple of weeks to 

review our response. It is important for us to point out that Easee's chargers 

meet all safety requirements.  

 

We are now awaiting the Elsäkerhetsverket's feedback on our answer. Easee 

wants to assure all our customers that they can still charge safely and securely 

every day. Safety has always, and will always be, our main focus.  

 

Will there be a sales ban in Sweden?  

 

We are confident that the documentation we have sent to the Swedish Electrical 

Safety Authority shows that our products meet the requirements that the 

authorities set for manufacturers of electric car chargers.  
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What is Easee's response to the Swedish Electricity Authority's concerns about 

earth fault protection?  

 

Easee has built-in earth fault protection. This protects against both AC and DC 

faults. The protection is tested automatically between each charging session and 

at least once a day.  

  

What has caused declarations of conformity to be changed over time?  

 

A declaration of conformity is a self-declaration in which the manufacturer 

declares that the product complies with the applicable safety requirements.  

We have made continuous changes to declarations of conformity to make it  

clear that we meet all applicable security requirements - as our software is 

continuously updated.  

 

Can the documentation Easee supplies lead to dangerous installations?  

 

No. Our installation documents are clear and in accordance with current 

legislation. Easee will nevertheless revise the manual with further  

specifications about the earth fault protection to provide additional  

around the solution.  

 

Do the Easee chargers have DC protection and how does this work?  

 

Yes, Easee has both AC and DC ground fault protection. A precise and fast  

digital sensor detects any leakage of current and signals this so that the  

current is interrupted. The sensor has been developed and tested by a  

specialized third-party supplier. Leakage of current above 6mA DC or  

30mA AC will trigger the protection.  

 

Do the Easee chargers pass surge tests, and can the product cause damage to 

the vehicle over time?  

 

The Easee charger meets all surge tests required. The product will not under any 

circumstances cause damage to vehicles.  

 

Easee Home/Charge is designed for overvoltage category III, corresponding to the 

requirement for fuses, earth fault protection and other fixed equipment.  
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How is your dialogue with the Norwegian authorities, and what are the 

thoughts surrounding the fact that they want to carry out similar processes as 

in Sweden?  

 

We are very positive about the focus of all national authorities on safety in the 

electric vehicle charging industry and welcome the dialogue with the Norwegian 

authorities. This is in many ways a new technology that is being introduced into 

society that is significant in both the transition to electric car fleets – and towards 

smarter power consumption in the home. As such, it is natural and necessary that 

this new technology receives attention and scrutiny.    

 

It is together that we will shape the electricity grid of the future and tomorrow's 

management of electricity - and we look forward to being an active part of this. 

To do this, we will always collaborate with national authorities in markets that we 

operate in.   
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Statement from Easee regarding Elsäkerhetsverket in Sweden 

Stavanger, Norway, 14th February 2023 

 

We welcome the dialogue with the Swedish Elsäkerhetsverket and their focus 

on safety within smart electric car charging. We have now submitted responses 

and documentation to Elsäkerhetsverket - and are confident of meeting the 

current requirements for electric car chargers.  

 

Elsäkerhetsverket is the supervisory authority in Sweden that is responsible for 

the safety of electrical products on the Swedish market. As part of their work, 

Elsäkerhetsverket are conducting a project to examine six different electric car 

chargers. The Easee charger is one of these six, and we welcome the dialogue 

with Elsäkerhetsverket and its work to ensure the safety of the electric vehicle 

charging market.  

 

As part of this project, Elsäkerhetsverket requested documentation on how their 

requirements are maintained by the various manufacturers of electric car 

chargers. The questions addressed to Easee are mainly related to overvoltage and 

earth fault protection. We have in our response, dated 13 February, gone into 
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depth on how these safety requirements are met, and have supported these 

explanations with clear documentation. We are grateful for the opportunity to 

show and clarify these points - safety, transparency and trust are important to  

us at Easee.  

 

Elsäkerhetsverket has announced that they will spend a couple of weeks 

reviewing our response. What is important for us to stress is that Easee chargers 

meet all safety requirements. We want to assure all our customers that they can 

still charge safely and securely every day. Safety has, and always will be Easee’s 

main focus as a company.  

 

Easee has over half a million installed chargers in Europe and has data from 57.3 

million completed charging sessions to date. These numbers clearly demonstrate 

that our technology and functionality provides safe, secure, and efficient 

charging. The charger continuously checks for errors both when charging and in 

standby mode. This is made possible by over forty sensors inside the charger.  

The sensors constantly check for abnormal changes in currents, voltages, 

temperatures, and humidity, as well as that the earth fault detection is  

working as it should. 

 

In the attached letter, Easee goes in depth about how requirements from the 

Swedish Electrical Safety Authority are met, and how these features protect our 

customers every day.   
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